Timestamp

Email Address

How would you best
What was the most
How long did you stay in the Did you enjoy A Magnificent What was the strongest
describe this experience? important element of this
space?
Crossbreed of Protein and aspect of A Magnificent
(You can choose more than experience to you? (Please
Tinplate?
Crossbreed of Protein and
one)
feel free to choose more
Tinplate for you? (or
than one)
something you particularly
liked?)

2/21/2017 23:49:57 philipsmaczny@googlemail. • Live art, • Interactive
com
performance, • Audience
participatory performance

2/22/2017 1:46:35 td251@sussex.ac.uk

• Installation, • Interactive
performance

What was the weakest aspect of it? (or
something you particularly disliked?)

Did you interact with any of Do you feel your presence Did your agency in the
Did you find there was a
How you would describe the How you would describe the How you would describe the Did the text on the papers
the performers or other
and actions had any sort of development of A
story/narrative to be
voice in the room with the voices in the room with the voice in the room with the hanging contribute in this
members of the audience? agency in the development Magnificent Crossbreeding followed or rather you were white dress?
plastic sheets?
solo performer act?
experience?
If yes, how did that
of A Magnificent Crossbreed of Protein and Tinplate
given tools to make your
contribute to your
of Protein and Tinplate?
make you feel like an author own?
experience?
of it?

Please choose three words Please share any thoughts If you were given the
to describe A Magnificent
or feelings this experience possibility would you have
Crossbreed of Protein and generated in you, if any.
preferred to witness this
Tinplate
experience from a certain
distance or rather be
immersed in it?

Too much paper in the way!

No, only observed

Mine personally no, others'
yes

2

2 Cannot remember

Eerie, repetitive

Thoughtful

4 Immersive, thoughtful,
meditative

It felt like being in a different Immersed worked well
world, like an escape

Monotone, confusing

N/A

5 Eerie, Abstract, Intriguing

Scared! - only because the
sound and ambiance was
built so well that it made me
feel scared. Perplexing - I
had my own theories about
why certain things' functions
but I really was curious to
know what the true purpose
was. Amazed - by the
amount of effort in each
section (even before I knew
about the behind-thescenes.)

Have you realised how the Did A Magnificent
Was there anything unique If you had the chance would
A Magnificent Crossbreed Crossbreed of Protein and and specific about A
you experience a similar
of Protein and Tinplate was Tinplate remind you of
Magnificent Crossbreed of event?
structured/ how did it work? anything else you have
Protein and Tinplate you
If yes, did this influence
attended in the past? If yes, would like to mention?
your experience?
could you please mention at
least one? And what were
the similarities between the
two.

• The sound (generative
music), • The space/setdesign, • The immersive
aspect of it

45 mins

4 The sounds and lighting

• The space/set-design

~40 minutes

5 How much it appealed to all Nothing.. I think I was the weakest
my senses... The bridal
aspect of it because I got so frightened
pieces were most significant by all the sights and sounds.
to me

No

Unsure

1

2 Don't quite recall

10 min

3 I liked the room with the
I didn't dislike anything but I wasn't sure
dress hanging in the
about the hanging text. It felt a bit
middle, I liked the simplicity didactic to me.
and yet the effectiveness of
the piece. Specially as the
initial interaction with the
work would occur
unconsciously and this for
me lead to a curious
investigation.

I didn't feel the need to. I
wasn't sure how my
interaction is going to add
to my experience.

I only felt the agency of my
presence and not
particularly my actions in
the room with the dress. I
didn't feel the same in other
parts. I did however think if
all the audience would stay
still apart from the
performers if anything is
going to change.

2

3 I can't unfortunately
I have a strong visual
remember the voice in that memory and not as strong
room. I remember silence. an auditory one. The only
word that comes to mind
now is repetitive.

I think I missed this room.

1

It really made me question I would still like to be
the definition and the
immersed in it.
purpose of interactivity as a
passive activity and/or
instigating a sense of
agency.

I knew about the working of
it but I don't think it made a
difference to my
experience.

2

5 Didn't hear

Didn't hear

Euphonic, euphoric and
disruptive

2 Sonic art spa

It was joyful and chaotic
I liked it as it was
and nicely stage-managed,
with engaged performers
encouraging audience
members to engage

I think I may have spent too The nearest was a
I've never experienced an Yes
little time there to answer
psychedelic festival in
art performance where I
this question
Lewes several years ago in have had access and
an old warehouse, there
implicit permission to use a
was disorienting music in
microphone
every room, with some quiet
spaces, and the audience
and performers were as
engaged as each other.

2/22/2017 12:32:48 zz84@sussex.ac.uk

• Music theatre, • Durational • The theatrical aspect of it
performance, • An
improvisation
environment/system/game,
• A theatrical landscape

2/22/2017 12:42:23 nxpalmer@gmail.com

• Live art, • Music theatre, •
Installation, • Durational
performance, • Human
installation, • Audience
participatory performance, •
An improvisation
environment/system/game,
• A theatrical landscape

• The sound (generative
15 minutes
music), • The sound (music
made by the performers), •
The space/set-design, • The
audience, • The performers,
• The theatrical aspect of it,
• The interaction with the
performers/audience

4 The possibility of interaction
and sound-making as a
peripheral participant,
combining with the
uncertainty of being able to
enact these desires

The ACCA space contained a couple of Yes. I like the unspoken
Yes
'empty', 'dead-end' corridors that could
directness of the interaction
have featured text or sounds designed to and the distancing.
redirect audience members. Although the
encounter with the edges of the
performance space was clear enough in
the discovery - and they provided respite
or a self-reflexive space contained within
and simultaneously autonomous from the
performance - this experience seemed
an unintended consequence when
contrasted with the curated and staged
spaces.

I only realised partially how No, this was my first
it was created. Upon finding experience of this kind
out more, I felt I understood
better

Immersed was definitely the Yes, I'm even more
No
way to go with this piece.
appreciative after knowing
Even though I was so
all the effort put behind this
scared in every room... I
piece. It's amazing how
don't believe viewing this
many steps were taken.
from afar would have the
same effect at all.

Well crafted, amazing
attention to detail

Yes

Just everything from the
lighting to the haziness to
the sounds and
interactiveness was
incredibly thought out and
provided a great
experience. I loved seeing
the lighting on the bridal
dress - the distinctive
shadows made it very
interesting to look at.

Yes

Yes

I am familiar with post-industrial and
dystopian imagery in theatre, cinema,
and performance art, and immediately
thought of "City of Lost Children", "12
Monkeys", etc., and was somewhat
comforted by familiar imagery in an
unfamiliar setting. Similar feelings
emerged about noise music and sonic
art. There are a couple of questions to
consider about performative slippage in
relation to style and intent, and critical
theory. Alongside positive revaluing and
reclaiming spaces and lived experiences
through enactment of affect, as much
attention must be paid to the negatives of
drifting into genre-working and, by
associations, into contemplating the
sublime. I'm ventriloquising Adorno now,
which is a sure sign I must shut up
immediately.
2/22/2017 13:37:16 samsalter640@gmail.com

• A theatrical landscape

• The immersive aspect of it 1 hour

5 Genuinley overwhelming

Shouting, moving, playing

A little

3

4

Terrifying

Didn't see

5 Immersive, wierd, disturbing Amazement

Immersed

Nope. Couldnt twig it

Yes

2/22/2017 13:37:16 samsalter640@gmail.com

• A theatrical landscape

• The immersive aspect of it 1 hour

5 Genuinley overwhelming

Shouting, moving, playing

A little

3

4

Terrifying

Didn't see

5 Immersive, wierd, disturbing Amazement

Immersed

Nope. Couldnt twig it

Yes

2/22/2017 15:43:27 rws23@sussex.ac.uk

• Live art, • Installation, •
Interactive performance

• The sound (generative
text), • The space/setdesign

20 minuets

4 I really enjoyed how the
At times the sounds were really creepy
different rooms were
and kind of scary
positioned it gave this
feeling that you could hear
what was coming but could
not see it. It made the
performance interact with
multiple senses

No I didn't really but upon
reflection I wish I would
have.

Not me particularly,
because I didn't engage
with the performance as I
should have

1

2 N/A

loud and very scary

N/A

4 Chaotic, creepy, and
intriguing

I liked being immersed in it Not before it was explained No, it was completely
to me
different to anything I had
experienced

2/22/2017 17:20:36 lrmc20@sussex.ac.uk

• Live art, • Installation, •
Durational performance, •
Generative performance, •
Human installation, •
Interactive music theatre, •
Interactive performance, •
Audience participatory
performance, • A theatrical
landscape

• The sound (generative
music), • The space/setdesign, • The immersive
aspect of it, • The
interaction with the
performers/audience

probably 1 and a half hours
in total.

4 The visual aesthetic of
Could have done with a little more
colourlessness punctuated structure, although I don't think it really
by surprising splashes of
suffered from a lack of it, this is purely a
colour
personal preference

Yes, and it certainly had to
effect of immersing me
further in the story of the
piece

Somewhat, but not a great
deal

3

2 authoritarian

ghostly

I didn't hear it

5 Strange, beautiful,
otherworldly

2/22/2017 18:56:09 cg369@sussex.ac.uk

• Installation

• The sound (generative
music), • The space/setdesign, • The immersive
aspect of it

20 minutes

4 The mystery aspect of it

No

No

3

4

2/23/2017 15:41:17 vardus21@gmail.com

• Live art, • Music theatre, • The performers, • The
90 Minutes
Opera, • Durational
immersive aspect of it, •
performance, • Generative The interaction with the
performance, • Interactive performers/audience, • The
performance, • Audience
texts
participatory performance, •
An improvisation
environment/system/game

I had a performer whisper in
my ear, however, I had just
seen the same happen to
the person in front of me so
it felt almost like a chore to
the performer and made me
lose some immersion in the
piece.

I noticed some generative
elements to the piece that
where evolving with
audience participation so I
did very much feel
developmental to the piece
as an audience member.

3

2 Jarring and un-scructured Mechanical/ Robotic while
however intentionally done also very authoritarian
to push a feeling.

Yes

1

5 Strong, determining, scary.

3

4 Not sure

Robotic

2

4 Eary

Drone-like

1

3 Authoritarian.

Diverse.

2/23/2017 15:54:07 t.magnusson@sussex.ac.u • Music theatre, • Durational • The sound (generative
k
performance, • Interactive music), • The performers, •
music theatre, • Interactive The immersive aspect of it,
performance, • Audience
• The interaction with the
participatory performance, • performers/audience
An improvisation
environment/system/game

2/25/2017 14:02:38 ace-brown-@hotmail.com

• Live art, • Installation, •
Durational performance, •
Generative performance, •
Interactive performance, •
Audience participatory
performance, • A theatrical
landscape

• The space/set-design, •
The performers, • The
immersive aspect of it, •
The interaction with the
performers/audience

1hr 20min

2/27/2017 15:43:10 teddynash98@hotmail.com • Live art, • Installation, • An • The immersive aspect of it 15 minutes
improvisation
environment/system/game

3/6/2017 15:29:58 e.j.ficarra@sussex.ac.uk

• Durational performance, • • The sound (generative
About an hour
Human installation, • An
music), • The sound (music
improvisation
made by the performers), •
environment/system/game The space/set-design, • The
immersive aspect of it, •
The interaction with the
performers/audience

4 The evolving link between
all elements of the piece

The space did not feel like it was
intended for the piece and vice versa

5 Yes, the freedom to
navigate the space, take
one's time to explore, be
alone, listen, enjoy.

Perhaps how much the music was in the Yes, it was great. In a
back ground. It could all have been a bit strange way one becomes
louder (for me).
part of the play - of the
other side (performing not
viewing)

4 The main room with the
Wanted the space as a whole to have
sheets. The ambience and more places/things to explore and
lack of vision made an
interact with.
interesting space where
there was alot going on but
you could not see what
exactly. Turning corners you
would bump into other
people, at times not
knowing if they were a
performer or not.

Yes, it made me transgress Yes, but not significantly.
from 'other', from a simple From time to time I would
spectator I to a participant. I interact with the instruments
felt more involved and
in the space to add sound
investes on a personal level to the soundscape, but this
in the performance.
was just a small addition to
the piece as a whole, and
partly what the piece was
about anyway.

4 The narrow dark hallways I thought the sounds being played in the Walking around with a
opening up into a large
hallway could be more obviously
friend meant we could ask
open, well lit room. This is interactive with the audience
each other questions and
because it created a sense
try and figure out the
of growth within the piece.
purpose behind the piece.

4 Stephanie Pan, very strong Maybe could have had a stronger
performance. Also liked the shape? I was a little frustrated at how
Dress room. The general
difficult it was to get to see Stephanie,
installation room was
since she was your strongest performer
interesting in the way that by far.
the sound was always
shifting / different.

Yes because in the room
with the free hanging
microphone I shouted into
it, this encouraged others
behind me to do the same.

Yes I did interact with some Agency, no. But I did feel
of the performers, and I was acknowledged and included
there with people I knew, so by the performers.
I also chatted with the
audience sometimes. I had
a solo performance moment
with Stephanie, and also
had an individual 'tour' with
Arthur, and an unknown
woman asked me to sing
her my favourite song. It
was nice, though regarding
the song I think we were
both pretending to enjoy
that more than we did.

N/A

I would rather be immersed. I didn't know at the time, so no.
it did not influence me

No

I did not experience this
room.

4 Insecure, Ethereal,
Transformational

Sadness and Guilt. I felt
Immersed.
there was
something/someone in
urgent danger of
themselves or something
else and I did not have any
control. I could meanly
become part of this danger.

I have realised at a later
Not so much.
date and it did help with my
understanding and
appreciation of the piece.
This is not to say I was not
enjoying the piece before
hand.

Yes

Low in volume. I couldn't
hear anything.

4 Immersive, fun, enjoyable.

Curiosity, memories,
wanting more.

Not really - I know quite a
lot, but I was not given the
tools to figure that out.

Yes

Punchdrunk, Thanos's
It was great. I wish it had
performances, Blast Theory, been louder, darker,
all
smokier, more difficult to
navigate. But it was great.

I did not enter this room

3 Experimental, unique &
intreeging

I kept being drawn towards Immersed in it
the idea of war/conflict

At the time no, meant i went No, this was a very new and The curved hallways of the Yes
through the piece trying to unique experience for
ACCA centre pleasantly
figure out how it was made. myself.
guided the audience
through the piece.

Amazing.

4 Immersive, scattered,
intriguing.

It did make me feel
contemplative, as if there
were many things to
explore.

No, I was happy to be
immersed.

I was aware that there were Punch Drunk and Dream
certain structuring elements Think Speak
but not fully clear (or can't
now remember) how they
worked. However that did
not seem very important to
me, I was more interested
in the content.

Like both, both prefer
immersive element

Understood the numbered
list of actions/envelopes
with instructions informing
next action

3

4

3/6/2017 20:05:05 puvepijew@lillemap.net

4 The immersion created by
the performers

Occasionally the pacing felt slow

Positively

Occasionally

4

2

Chilling, Leaving me
wanting to know more.

4

5 The performers

Nothing

NO

Of-course

4

2 haunted

hopelessness

Despair

4 interesting, food for thought desperation
and life in another world

1:30 hours

Yes

Noticed performers were
Hollywood fable:A drowned
reading from a list of tasks, man, performance was a n
I started to pick up on some immersive promenade
of the signals and knew
when to go to see the
woman in the room

Yes

• The sound (generative
40'
music), • The sound (music
made by the performers), •
The space/set-design, • The
interaction with the
performers/audience

No

No

4 Eerie immersive interesting Feel this kind of
Immersed
performance works best if
you stay for the
whole/majority of the
duration to really get the full
experience.

Woud have liked to read more about the Yes, enjoyed it more. Was
original play that inspired it.
different.

• The sound (music made
by the performers), • The
space/set-design, • The
interaction with the
performers/audience

Yes

Until I knew what it was
Being immersed in it
about, I thought it was quite definitely enhanced the
strange. I didn't know what experience
to make of the texts
hanging from the ceiling
and sometimes didn't know
who was performing and
who was part of an
interactive audience

4 The space and the
interactive element

• Live art, • Human
installation, • Interactive
performance

3 haunting, immersive,
liberating

Was unsure of it at first, but Immersion is critical in
as I got to experience it, it performances such as this
grew on me, cultivating
for me.
interest gradually.

from a certain distance

Yes

I thought you made
effective use of the space
with limited means. For
example, hanging the text
was a simple but effective
idea, it brought that space
alive as well as offering us
more content.

The structure was
The Pianist (2002)
straightforward, the dripping
of information helped with
the experience immensely

yes

No

Yes

no

Yes

Enjoyed the way the
soundscape changed the
shape of every room you
entered when you closed
your eyes to find where
certain frequencies were
reflecting to find your way

Yes

• Live art, • Installation, • An • The sound (generative
Roughly 10 minutes
improvisation
music), • The sound (music
environment/system/game made by the performers), •
The immersive aspect of it

5 The soundscape and how it I accidentally left before visiting the last
made the shape of each
room
room different

I personally did not interact I certainly did. Every
with the performers but that footstep I took seemed to
is what I enjoyed. Made it
echo against the materials
feel like more of a
which were placed to skew
performance than a
my perception
gimmick

3

2 cybernetic

foreboding

Missed that room. Sorry!

5 sensory overload perfection I had a feeling of withdrawl My own & then perhaps
After being shown by the
For a brief moment I was
into myself which was
from somebody elses
artist, I had a new
reminded of perhaps a
inspiring me to continue
perspective with a camera? appreciation for what it all horror maze in a theme
though the installation
meant which inspired me to park and also a slightly
keep thinking about how the similar yet by no means as
piece made me feel overall. intellectual as an installation
I attended while at college

3/6/2017 20:26:05 md469@sussex.ac.uk

• Durational performance, • • The sound (generative
Interactive performance, • music), • The immersive
An improvisation
aspect of it, • The
environment/system/game interaction with the
performers/audience

40 minutes

4 the woman in the center

the sheets hung up as we walked in

yes, slightly unsettling

yes i went as a couple and
then was asked if i was
married and a picture was
taken

2

3 robotic

human

operatic reminded me of
bjork

2 immerisve unsettling
systemic

3/6/2017 20:58:45 t.felfer@sussex.ac.uk

• Durational performance, • • The sound (music made
Interactive music theatre, • by the performers), • The
Interactive performance, • A space/set-design
theatrical landscape

30min

4 The arrangement of the
space

I sometimes felt lost

It was an important part of
the experience because it
created a feeling of being
involved

maybe my physical
presence through the
interaction with the
performers.

1

3 blurry

close

???

4 elusive, intimate, lost

3/7/2017 19:21:02 michael.mckeown96@sky.c • Live art, • Installation, •
• The sound (generative
om
Durational performance, • music), • The space/setInteractive music theatre, • design, • The immersive
Interactive performance, • A aspect of it
theatrical landscape

90 minutes

4 I felt like there was a lot to
explore, the experience
kept revealing more about
itself the longer I stayed

The musical performances were good
but could have utilised collaborative
sound in more interesting ways

I had a couple of
conversations with the
performers which gave
more of an insight into the
theatrical concept

3

3

3/7/2017 22:07:35 mollyastley@gmail.com

• Live art, • Installation, •
• The sound (generative
Durational performance, • music), • The sound
Interactive performance, • A (generative text), • The
theatrical landscape
sound (music made by the
performers), • The
space/set-design, • The
immersive aspect of it

45 minutes

4 The intensity of the
At times I felt excluded from the
no
atmosphere, created by the performance. I wanted the performers to
sounds, the set, and the
interact with me more.
performers. The 'other
worldliness' of it.

1

2?

Robotic. Apocalyptic.
Urgent.

?

5 Survivalist. Apocalyptic.
Fragmented.

Performers rushing around no, I preferred to be
after instructions, as if their immersed.
lives depend on it, as if
there is no other way to live
or survive in this system,
whatever this system is.
Performers isolated, each
with their own stories of the
past, blown apart.

no

3/9/2017 23:52:05 fb251@sussex.ac.uk

• Live art, • Installation, •
Human installation

• The space/set-design, •
The immersive aspect of it

15 minutes

4 the use of sound in space

Yes, I made eye contact
I did not feel I was in the
with two performers on two space long enough to have
separate occasions, and it had an impact, I felt more
was unsettling and at points like an active observer
uncomfortable
rather than a participant in
the art

3

4 I'm not sure

cackling, loud, eerie

when I entered there was
silence

5 immersive, sensory,
subjective

I felt intrigued to understand immersed.
the process behind it, and
would have liked to spend
more time experiencing the
installaton.

retrospectively yes, It did
Yes, it reminded me of a
The use of the space
change how I felt about the show called 'electric hotel'.
experience. I felt like I could Both were unexplained, and
appreciate it more.
I felt both called the
spectators/participants to
construct a subjective
narrative/ journey

• Live art, • Generative
performance, • Interactive
performance, • Audience
participatory performance

• The sound (generative
3-4hours
music), • The sound (music
made by the performers), •
The space/set-design, • The
audience, • The immersive
aspect of it

Yes, it helped me
understand it more and
respect it

3

2 haunting

varied, haunting and
dramatic

angry, frustrated

4 curious, shocking, vivid

aspirational I was inspired
but also shocked

Somewhat so, i did notice
there was a reaction
element to it

3/14/2017 17:21:57 opzmusic@gmail.com

Claustrophobic (but that is entirely a
personal issue, not a fault of the work)

5 The immersive element and the traction
multiple elements

Yes they did, how I was
able to contribute

immersed

It made me thought about I prefer to be immersed
the general experience and
perception of art.

4

knowing how it operated
has made it more
understandable

no

no

Water Walk by Rimini
Protokoll, it had also
participative elements

I would prefer to be
immersed

no

Yes

Yes

3/6/2017 20:24:41 joepearcee@hotmail.com

a little (I spoke into the
microphone)

Yes

4 Mysterious, posthuman

3/6/2017 18:07:59 rose_lock_22@hotmail.com • Live art, • Audience
• The immersive aspect of it half an hour to an hour
participatory performance, •
An improvisation
environment/system/game

3/6/2017 20:05:51 anastasioy.tony@gmail.com • Generative performance

N/A

Yes

the total absence of
guidance

The performances were
similar to an interactive
theatre piece called 'Once
Upon A Time in Something
Street' but much more
interactive and less
structured and scripted

no

No actually

Yes

Yes

The generative sounds, the Yes
microphone from
instructions, the level and
dedication of the
performers. The
combination of poetry (the
words on the sheets) and
the robotic voice.

Yes

the generative aspect,
Yes
things evolved and changed
over time. I cam back and
went for an hour, so it was
interesting to see how it
changed

